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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Initially, I intended to start this introduction by

have on releasing emotions we didn’t—or

saying, “Now more than ever, we need art,”

couldn’t—recognize before. I have found

but I realized something: Works of art have

solace in not only writing, but also in reading

always been constants in our lives. As much as

what others in the community have to say.

the world may make us feel bombarded,
overwhelmed or small, it has forced us to

This collection is a celebration of art, words,

adapt, overcome, and appreciate what we

and the world. It is a recognition of the

have in our lives.

talented and thoughtful members of the
Messiah community. It is an appreciation of

Since COVID, we decided to make the

their art, culminating from various places and

magazine digital for the past two years. I

different perspectives—all in one place. Each

remember as a freshman I held a copy of The

of these writers, artists, and photographers

Peregrine Review in my hands for the rst time.

beautifully and affectionately captured the

I was so excited to share with friends and read

essence of what makes us all human. We have

outside in the sun. A lot of things have

the uncanny ability to pick ourselves back up

changed since then, but the strength of works

when the odds have been set against us. Art

of art have not.

not only helps us heal, but it also documents
our fortitude.

Art is timeless and constantly adapting to the
changes around us. It is an invaluable tool to

Welcome to our collection of words, images,

help us understand the experiences and well-

art, stories, and thoughts. I invite you to

being of others. In this volume, there is a lot of

embrace the magazine with open arms and

pain, reminiscing, and open wounds—but

open hearts.

there is also hope and grit. Writing can be a
lifeline to those who feel like the world is
crumbling around them.
If the past year has taught me something about
writing, it is just how powerful an effect it can

fi
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TO MY CHILDHOOD HOME

i was born in a homemade house
full of hand-me-down people
fresh paint smell still lls the hallway, lingers
in my nose like smoke from the
home oven, caught re when
monkey bread and memories
turned to charcoal on the drip pan
my body is a sanctuary for those
scorched crumbs of life, scarfed down the way
starving animals do it
gluttonous and nostalgic, a tendency to devour
time in mouthfuls
i’m most alive in my thoughts, mostly the
living room dance parties on friday nights and
ash karaoke recorded on the home computer
the whole world stuffed inside a
10x12 kitchen space with
yellow walls that looked nothing like the sun

fi
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to my childhood home

life leaked through the doors we left open overnight
and God crept through window screens
like a secret that stops existing in the morning
vulnerability became volatile
when we started leaving
fresh cooked food on a dimly lit counter space
our moments died in the form of
fruit ies and black mold
and for the rst time, i realized that life decays,
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but time rots
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DRIFTING DANDELIONS

I’ve always loved dandelions.
Not the sunny frill blossoms but
the white see-through clocks.
The way white spherical bubbles
bob their heads over the green blades.
The detail in how each pappus disk is stitched
to the edges of another, creating a spider’s web.
The way hundreds of thin needles
loosen from their bed, each individual bristle
waiting for the anticipated wind.
How with a soft breath of the air
they break off,
little white parachutes lifting the seeds on to the wind
ying somewhere far away, drifting apart.
Hundreds of days spent together in the golden sun
Dispersed in a moment.

Editor Submissions

JUST VISITING

you and me against the world
we took a deep breath and listened to the old brag of heart
we are. we are. we are
the words in our veins,
and the ache to make sense of them.
82 degrees and sunny
Morrissette on the radio
you are next to me in the car,
smiling
light lters through the sheer
of your yellow curtains
the wind blows cool air in
I’m on the plane again
and looking next to me.

fi
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JANUARY MEDICINE — A SONNET

The early morning sun is gentle on
the trees, its light drifting through branches made
silhouettes in the delayed winter dawn,
keeping snow-dusted streets in frozen shade.
The still air, almost palpable in its
coldness, curls itself around me, stinging.
My hands clench, unclench, but sharp pain persists.
This pain — it is a necessary thing
to free my mind, make it almost as clear
as the ice-covered road — glassy pages
punctuated by sparks of sun that sear
white letters on asphalt faded with age.
My sneakers swish against the road, drumming
a rhythm nally my own — running.

fi
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WHATEVER MAY BE, PLANT A
TREE WITH ME

Latent destination,
spectacular space––
the soil is rich, and clay is prepared.
Pass me the spade. We will start here.
Each bud waits to bloom,
the life that you give.
A jug is for thirst. The post is a guide.
Tomorrow’s a forest,
a sanguine, emerald truce.
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TWENTY ONE

my mother bought a house for her parents when she was twenty two
years old,
fresh out of nursing school and working night shifts in a hospital.
she met my father a year later and the year after that, they were
married.
in december i will be twenty two, and i will not buy my mother a
house.
i will not work night shifts in a hospital,
or marry a man i meet playing volleyball with my colleagues.
we are not exactly the same.
at night i spend hours dreaming up poems, shaping narratives,
pen ink bleeding and staining the side of my pinky,
because unlike my parents,
i am left-handed.
in the morning, i drink coffee till i’m shaking,
caffeine running through my body
like poison.
like drug.
like necessity.
13

twenty one

i crave approval in the same way,
like poison.
like drug.
like necessity.
in the afternoon, i write love letters to a younger version of myself.
a little girl caught in a cycle of worry, and nerves, and desperation,
reassure her that she will learn how to breathe easier with time.
soon enough she’ll understand
that the world is as beautiful as it is terrible,
only a matter of taking a risk and grazing the line
between fear and experience.
sometimes when my parents look at me,
they still see that little girl with a pile of letters,
and they want nothing more than to pull her close,
shield her from the terrible.
sometimes they forget
that 21 years have passed
in the blink of an eye,
and pieces of my heart have already been touched by the world,
but i’m still here.
14
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TEMPLE

I am struck by the almost brutal nature of the transcendent
That can so forcefully take your ear, your brain, your spirit.
Here I sit in a space transformed.
I am in a temple to my favorite god, the Author,
The sunlight streaming in through spacious windows,
Revealing frost-hardened pines and winter snow.
Aisles of prayers and blessings are illumined within,
Each direction providing another avenue with which to be comforted,
Intrigued by another acolyte’s glinting truth.
This holy place did not exist moments ago.
It took but a few seconds of Saint-Saens
And a simple glance skywards,
A glance away from a laptop with homework,
A glance transformed into a gaze,
An admiration and appreciation for the sunlight
Splashing on lofty wooden beams.
An appropriate ceiling for a temple.
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Temple

And now, even this laptop has been transformed
from a distraction and anxiety
To an instrument of art,
The poet’s quill,
The bard’s lyre,
If I am bold enough to count myself among them.

MY GRANDMOTHER IN THE
GARDEN
Erin Goudie
A yellow sun of earth, she plucked the snakes
with bare hands ignoring all must fall dead
as she tossed them from her garden, o’er-lace
her eyes as her husband hacked off its head
like nails in grass—ghost of a chicken coop;
its eld now blossoms with a hollow barn.
Grimace at mistaking his empty boot
for sacked our, she turns to tend the farm.
Shadows twist the forest but inside rosepink hands knead dough and the supper table
adorns a belov’d book, her kitchen glows
with evening light. Mourning notes the cradle
when she tossed snakes from paradise, a tune
fearless ’gainst grief now singing yellow-blue.

fl
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GRACE
Nakiah Baker

Looking down I see
a penny on the ground, head side down.
Bad luck.
I heard once from someone I love it’s worth your time
to pick one up.
So I do.
Dulled, smudged bronze
My thumb sweeps over Lincoln’s face
He leaves a grimy stain:
A reminder of God’s grace
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GOLD-WASHED SKY
Abby Smoker

tell me how it is that the ugliest days can be redeemed
by a single sunset: gold and shimmering blush
washed across the sky–
who wrote it into the world
that the smallest, gentlest things should save us
from calling these our rockiest days?
who decided a kind note at 8 a.m. should affect us like fairy dust
who designed stars to pour us full of wonder,
or trained healthy laughter to be so contagious?
it is a challenge to label anything
as utterly desolate
on a planet such as this, where Heaven
so stubbornly starts to manifest
in glimpses, in gifts.
it’s true,
we are broken by small things.
sometimes invisible taps
crack us like porcelain.
but it strikes me how easily
the small things can seal us, too.
how gracefully our daily universes
can ease resentment
19

gold-washed sky

from our shoulders
and replace it
with something tender, hopeful,
and just a little lighter.

GOD’S CANDY
Jarek Nalewak
20

BLUEBERRY PANCAKES
Jordan Marcroft

The train is 1000 feet
away, but I hear it run through my ears and tear
through my bedsheets. I plead with it, “Take
me with you.’
I wince. But I am smiling too. I pop the sour
pockets of blueberry with my sore 8 yr
molars. I lick the syrup off my ngers. I think about how your eyes
are such an honest shade of blue.
I run into the
kitchen to ask you
if my tongue is blue
yet! I want to make you
laugh. I want to make you proud. “Careful, don’t let the oil splash
you.
Back up a little hun.”
You fold the batter so pristinely, and here
comes another round.
oh my god, I miss you

fi
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WOMBS WOUNDS
Laney Kuczmynda

i can see myself, one day soon –
not yet, or not now at least –
seeing myself in a dark, one-man submarine.
i can’t sit with grief;
i slash and scrub and scald it away.
if i could be housed in walls of pressure & steel,
i don’t think it would nd me,
and i could, maybe,
push my way out into some sort of rebirth.

fi
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ORIGIN STORY
Rosey Jones

I imagine a dark and stormy night,
fat drops of rain sliding down window panels
like spilled ink across a canvas.
She must have been crying—my mother.
In the movies, they’re always crying.
She must have been alone, left behind
by some mysterious lover with dark eyes
too poor to buy a loaf of bread,
much less feed
her only daughter.
She was likely wrapped in a thread-barren cloak,
soaked to the bone from the rain and from her tears.
I imagine she stole
quick glances to the left and right
before dashing across the muddy street
and laying me down gently on the marbled gray step,
swaddled in a pale pink blanket,
my closed eyes quivering with unseen dreams,
my right thumb tucked between my lips.
With a soft stroke across my forehead, she knocked on the front door,

eeing breathlessly around the corner,
23

Origin Story
and watched as the door opened to reveal an older woman,
dark skin and dark eyes with laughter creased in the corners.
She cooed and looked around before she bent to gather me up.
All I got from them instead was one sentence:
I was found outside the police station
right on the front step.
But everyone knows the orphanages lie.
They lied, they lie, they always lie.
We were all found on the police step
or in the market
or the public bathroom
or on the street corner.
We were all left behind
by a crying mama, surely,
on a dark and stormy night.
One night, I had a dream that I was falling into a black hole,
dropping down at exponential speeds, air slicing my cheeks
when suddenly I jolted awake, muscles tense and sts clenched.
It feels like a weight is sitting on my chest.
My eyes dart around in the darkness, hungry
to see what I swore was there,
but my mind already knows the truth my eyes haven’t recognized:
nothing was there all along, it was all just a dream.

fi
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WHEN IT WAS OVER
Hye Lim Jung

When the leaves on the streets turned crimson
When the air morphed into a chilly breeze
When the sound of the last school bell rang
And you burst out the gates with your friends.
I thought you’d stop and say farewell to me.
I dreamt that you’d give one glance.
But the crimson leaves, they utter toward me.
The crimson leaves, they crumble beneath me.
I can’t believe it’s over.

fl
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BEYOND THE SHADOWS
Elaine Brandenburg
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MISSED CALL
Clara Yu

Beep.
Beep.
Beep.
Click.
“Hey, I just wanted to call and see if you were doing alright.”
The crackly sound of his voice lters through the room like the slow,
afternoon sunlight. She shifts on her bed, blushing from the heat of
her broken AC, eyes closed in a sweet, lazy doze. A light summer
blanket lays tangled between her legs, her baggy t-shirt lifted to
expose her belly to the summer glow.
“It’s been a crazy time.”
He pauses.
In the kitchen, remnants of a late breakfast lay like a renaissance
painting – apples, a round of crumbly cheese, stale croissants. In the
sink, a solitary bread knife. She’ll wash the dishes later, humming to
pop songs on her mother’s old radio. Soap suds will swirl a white,
frothy galaxy down the drain, tap water washing away vapor trails

fi
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at the bottom of the sink. Maybe for dinner, she’ll eat the ice cream
she bought yesterday.
“You’re probably asleep.” Another pause. “Or avoiding me. I’m
sorry we left on such a bad note. But it’s been two months. I wanted
to make things right again, even if we couldn’t...I guess you might
not want to talk about it right now.”
The neighbor’s cat snuck in some unknown while ago, now nestled
in a laundry basket of clean, sun-scented linens. When she wakes up,
she’ll bait it away with some canned tuna and go over her sheets
with a lint roller. The neighbor will come over with fruits as an
apology for the mess their feline makes, a gift she’ll wave away but
eventually accept. Perhaps she’ll invite her neighbor in for tea,
forgetting she’s been out of tea for two months now, and end up
serving a glass of grapefruit juice instead.
“But I wanted to call, anyway. Even if I couldn’t hear your voice.”
The keypad of that old landline phone blinks – the only movement
in the quiet apartment – and the air hangs still, the dust dyed golden
through the window blinds. Later, she’ll twist them shut and watch
a creepy movie, accompanied by two portions of popcorn. One to
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eat, she’ll say. The other to throw at the screen when something
jumps out.
“I know it’s been rough. But I’m still here for you, if that counts for
anything.” A sigh. “You don’t need to call back if – when you hear
this. But if you need help, I’m here.”
A pause, as though to say something else.
“No, never mind.”
She rolls over, sighing, kicking her blanket to the oor.
“Take care.”

fl
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MY PRAYER LEAVES
Kevin Villegas

The large, glass jars of tea leaves
each contains untold secrets.
Shelf above shelf above shelf of secrets
rest on the sunlit wall before me
waiting to be steeped and sipped.
In haste, they tell no thing.
But in hopeful waiting,
with grace- lled patience,
in divine solitude and in sacred silence,
they will confess with you
their humble beginnings,
their fragrant lives,
your incalculable worth.

fi
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CONQUERED INTO CANVAS
Erin Goudie

Inspired by Frederic Edwin Church’s painting, Syria by the Sea, 1874.
The greedy garden devours the landscape,
and moss itches up the lone pillar still erect,
having forgotten the climax of its rich civilization
that persists solely as light scattered on crumbled stone.
I drink its dying ame and imagine a daughter’s
hands, calloused from house labor, hiding
her developing curves from starved soldiers
and breaking the last half-loaf of bread for a baby brother.
As trumpeting Amorites roar down dusty streets,
a mastiff retreats to whimper at their sandals
and paw at the table like the past hungers for the present,
salivating at scraps of moments ready to drop.
I wonder if she ran from their home, siblings in hand,
to fruitlessly ee the material villains, or if she grasped
her true enemy and stepped boldly on the dusty road
to pick blooming clove before it passed its prime?
Time’s swollen stomach gurgles as it digests another

fl
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Conquered Into Canvas

current event—the soldiers’ camels carrying
freshly-inked scrolls of Phoenician alphabet while
crushing clove beneath hooves—and awaits its next bite.
To think: I am as real as the rags she wrung
while gazing out at the sea and distant mountains
embedded deep in the accid horizon that’d sunk
clove, alphabets, guard dogs, home.
I swallow at the serene light over a scene
that time destroyed—and all the empire’s power
and desire—conquered into nothing but a broken pillar
and dust, a mere thought on canvas.

fl
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SUNFLOWER
Kalina Chambers
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WEST OF CLEVELAND COUNTY
Andrew Overman
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TO BE HUMAN
Ravi Ahuja
The grass is cool and refreshing, a welcome sensation on my
skin on a surprisingly warm afternoon. It's been too long since I
read outside on a nice day. Life has held more pain for me lately,
the stresses of my nal year of education blending with the sorrow
of a lost relationship. I close my eyes and bask in this pleasant
change of pace. The gentle breeze is just barely biting, turning my
arms to goose esh with the rmer gusts. The trees murmur and
whisper around me, like they have a secret to share but don't trust
me near them. Or maybe this is their way of welcoming me,
waving to me and saying "Thank you for being here. Hear us."
More likely, they think nothing of me, the same way trees think
nothing of warm cookies or Al Gore or thermonuclear genocide.
Nature's indifference is inspiring, in some ways. The trees at
Gettysburg did not mind that their rivers ran iron-rich and red,
one summer long ago. They do not remember pain, but dutifully
record it in knots and gnarls. Here, at this ring, you can see it
survive a re in its youth. There, an early frost was almost its early
end. A limb used to jut out from where that hollow now gapes.
Perhaps it is not right to say that the trees don’t remember. An
unconscious memory is a strange thing.
Humanity does have its merit though. Laying there, I hear
laughing voices drift from the parking lot behind me. Voices I will

fi
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To Be Human

never pair to a face, a joke I will never hear. And yet I am still
happy to be in the presence of human joy. Good for them. Carry the
torch for me. It sustains me, livens me like a plant perking its leaves
towards the sun.
This afternoon feels endless, the sun immortal, the summer
heat still alive long past its due date. I could live here forever, and I
have, for the last hour or so. The thought that I must leave at some
point saddens me. I wish I had the indifference to time that these
trees do. Planted near me is a row of four young saplings a few
seasons old. The true woods, stocked with gnarled and knotted trees,
are a mere 50 feet away, and yet they seem impossible to reach. I feel
stuck here with the saplings, planted all too neatly near the parking
lot. Wild places have always called to me but today their siren song
of independence is all too alluring. How I long to run into these
woods, shed my leaves and rebirth them time and time again for
seasons uncounted. The naiad Daphne was allowed this privilege
once. The god of love, Eros, shot Apollo with an arrow of love, an
arrow that produced an obsession for Daphne. Beset by undesired
affection, she was granted an escape from her continuous struggle.
“Help me Peneus!” she cried. “Open the Earth to enclose me, or
change my form which has brought me into danger! Let me be free of
this man from this moment forward!” In that very moment, her
father, a river god, turned her into a laurel tree. Not to be dissuaded,
Apollo chose to honor her forever by blessing her with eternal youth,
keeping the leaves of the laurel forever green.

36

My struggle is also one I did not choose. My pursuer is myself;
I am the man I desire to be free from. My human form has brought
me into the dangers of grief and despondency, of Kierkegaard’s
existential Angst. I cannot bear to consider the freedom I am granted
with no roots to plant me in place. In life, as in art, limitations are a
comforting thing.
Perhaps I do not deserve to be turned into a laurel tree.
Victorious, I am not. But then, I do not desire my leaves to be
evergreen and immortal. Like those red and leafy trees, I too tend to
fall off. Seasonal Affective Disorder, they call it. Is it truly a disorder
to be affected by the changing of the seasons, the environment in
which we nd ourselves? The trees do not receive such a label. I am
not diseased, merely deciduous.
Surround my soft skin with thin bark, O Peneus! Freeze these
ngers with carbon sluggishness! No longer would I have to make
choices, support my own happiness, be disappointed from my own
expectations of life. All the world’s a stage, the bard was right. Even
escaping into the forest, Rosalind has her own part to play. How I
wish to be part of the scenery and stage of the universe and not
performing my one man play, amidst all the other lonely players.
The trees have no individuality to separate them from their world; at
least, they know nothing of it. I can appreciate my favorite oaks for
their fullness, the feng-shui of gently formed cherry blossom
branches, the wind-water of their leaves.
I wonder if they can appreciate their own glory, if they know
when they are particularly beautifully and wonderfully made. But
they are neither conscious nor truly discrete individuals. Their roots
37
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To Be Human
weave a sprawling web, intertwined with fungal networks that
allow for nutrients and water to pass between themselves and all
other plant life around them. When one plant suffers or is in need, it
is a communal problem. Those with excess provide for others. They
are interconnected with each other, with the earth and the
mycorrhizae, with the principle of life itself. It seems the trees have
already achieved the Hindu ideal of Moksha. Unconscious, unaware,
free from the endless cycle of soul birth, they have joined in
communion with Brahman and the universe itself. Their energy is
bound up in the world around them, blurring boundaries between
specimen and environment. They are life embodied.
It seems that the trees have reached the Buddhist Nirvana, too,
having abandoned all desires and suffering. They do not hold on to
their dying leaves wistfully, hoping to hold them against the turn of
the season. And in turn, they are not punished when it gets cold and
dark, and green turns brown. Inspiring indifference indeed.
Is it strange then, to wish to have been one of these magni cent
creatures? Unthinking and unfeeling, yes, but unable to sin or do
anything imperfect to the principle of life. Unable to regret or wish
that things had been different. The trees are born and brought into
their own existing heaven, experiencing nothing of hell or purgatory,
or even Earth for that matter. They experience nothing of the
mutability of emotion and psyche. Their only experience, if they
experience anything at all, is the process of life.
Still, I remember now the laughs and playful voices I heard not
long ago. I wonder if those voices, so happily taken by the day, have

fi
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found some pain on their path since it diverged from mine. Are they
still happy and laughing wherever they are? Or have they ridden the
of cial human experience (tickets sold here!) down to some depths of
hell through some surprise phone call, or bad news, or realization. If
they are now joining me here at the lower loops of this ride, do they
feel the same as I do? I hope not, for their sake. I hope so, for mine.
Misery loves company, yes, but not out of malicious intent. It is that
company is a salve to misery. Companionship is inherently healing
for humans, and I would feel a little less lonely knowing that others
are suffering besides me. Fellowship found in foxholes and frontlines
does not fall away so freely. I will always remember those friends
encountered in the deepest pits; even the weakest lights shine like
stars in the dark.
Yes, I have been lucky. The lights in my life are not so impotent
as to only be useful in pitch black. Even on this pleasant and sunny
afternoon, they provide me with warmth dear to my heart. Without
relationships to support one in their lows, celebrate in their highs, it
is hard to endure this rough and hostile universe. Humans are not so
different from the trees in some ways. At the end of the day, we are
all trying to keep that thinly ickering ame of life alive. Our ames
are a bit more transient, perhaps, easier to blow out. But re does not
distinguish between origins of birth. A wick will burn as easily as
wood.
From the Sanskrit Nis: “out”, and va: “to blow”, we get the
word Nirva: to blow out, to be extinguished. Nirvana. Have the trees
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been extinguished already? Perhaps we humans are allowed a
second ame that the trees never had.
Fire, among other properties, is communicable. Infectious and
eager to spread. Life is similarly predisposed. Similarly impartial to
origin or birth. All living things can propagate life, induce it in other
living things. Nebuchadnezzar managed to keep his ame alive for
seven seasons off of a diet of dew and grass. A meal t for both cow
and king.
Yes, life does not discriminate. We humans do not just connect
with other humans, the trees do not merely interact with trees. Our
webs are not so separate. Tree roots receive just as much from the
civilized human world as they do from the natural one. The lesson
here: the difference is not as great as we imagine. The stage I nd
myself on is not for me, not for my play. It was not built for humans,
if it was built at all. I am part of an ongoing production, continuous
for 3.5 billion years, where the stage is part of the performance. The
stage is the performance. A creation? Perhaps. Regardless, a living,
breathing, exhibition of art, of life. Synonyms by and large. My story
is not metaphysically privileged over that of the trees. My pain
serves the principle of life the same as theirs does. The only
difference, that I can remember my early frosts and res.
Perhaps it is part of our nature not as humans, but as living
beings, to look up. To turn towards the sun and reach towards the
heavens. Without a repulsion and hatred for low places, we would
never grow. The only reason we can recognize pain is through our
memories of joy, the acknowledgement of its absence. Yet the very
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To Be Human
thing that causes pain, gives hope. Memory and absence are doubleedged blades. Joys that once were, can be again. This is one slice of
heaven that the trees cannot get to. I cannot help my human form, so
I resolve instead to enjoy it, to take pleasure in the unique
particularities of life that are meant for human living only. The trees
have Moksha, have Nirvana, have the unfeeling bliss of life. I have
hope, and companionship, and frisson. These I will take.
A strong gust of wind turns the page for me. I read on.
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THE CREATION OF ADAM
Emma Bane
“Long were the days in my labor of love.
The rst brought light, the second, the sky;
the third was the ground upon which you walk.
Next came the heavenly bodies with which I see you now.
The fth, however, was my best;
on this day I created you.
My pride and joy, my greatest achievement;
when I saw you, I knew you were good.”
This is how God Almighty,
the creator, the Father Himself,
explained His 7-day work week to me.
I looked down at myself,
my inadequate mind, my clumsy hands,
my tendency to rebel,
and I wondered how someone
so good
could call me
by the same word?
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LOVE STRUCK
Rosey Jones

You called my name and I turned around
into your chest, your heart beating fast
against the shell of my ear and I laughed as you lifted me up and spun us
round.
One brisk, October morning you got down on one knee and asked me
to tie your shoe. Furious, I refused to talk to you for three days
until you pulled out a velvet ring box,
and said you wanted to spend the rest of your life with me.
You stayed standing that time.
We slipped covert notes to each other.
Flashes of pinks, purples, and blues taped to door handles,
nestled between two t-shirts, resting on the thin cotton pillows of our bed.
In the nights, your words were soft—soft as your lips against mine.
Dreams of stone cottages on salty shores whispered down the curve of my
spine,
your frigid feet toeing the warm underside of my knees.
Until one night, you didn’t come home and I waited
by the door, pacing. Well after dark, I got the call.
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Love Struck

There was a car crash. I heard a horn blaring—
I dropped the phone.
There was time for us to sit with you before they pulled
the plug. I held your rough hand in mine, balancing the weight
of what my new life would be without you.
There was a time when
I promised to love you
until death do us part.
I didn’t tell you then
because I didn’t know
when I said those words, I lied.
I lied to you.
I’m so sorry, but
I lied to you
because I love you still.
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THE CHURCH
Jordan Marcroft

They call me naive
because I say
the city streets are as pure
as the waters we baptize with.
And the mother who sees
more night than day—
she is my Saint.
The children sip on fear
to ll their stomachs,
and the sidewalk knows
the cadence of their
burdened feet.
Let me sing of these hymns
in the sanctuary.
Let me sing this melody in the church.
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TINY, EMPTY SHOES
Emmy Varner

The tiny, empty shoes are hidden deep
within the closet’s corner, far from view.
But they linger in my dreams when I sleepask who you would have been if you had grew.
My child, I can see you run around
when I close my eyes on this warm morning.
Haunting music plays softly in the background,
complimenting my internal mourning.
I’ve learned young death does not discriminate,
but a question’s tension stays in my brain:
Am I to blame, or the cruel games of fate,
that I live with this ever-present pain?
I place my hands on my growing stomach
and feel your little sibling start to kick.
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CULTURE SHOCK
Abby Smoker

friend, your AC gives me nosebleeds.
you and your house, both
windows-closed types
who can’t sleep well at night
if your habitat isn’t cold and dry.
you and your coat-rack encouraging me
to leave my sweater by your door
to put on when i come in.
you, my friend, who is invited!
come visit me and my house, sometime
watch me with eyes wide open
like my windows, while i gather crates
of the humid air and wash it over
every organ; the mugginess is smothering
but at least, i say,
at least i’m not bones left out to dry.
come sit on my couches, leave your coat
on the doorstep, and let my kitchen be your shawl.
for you’ll nd, dear friend, that
as for me and my house,
our insides are squishy and warm.
and with you, they turn to memory foam.
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each one of your footprints sinks through the oor, becomes
electrical impulses
traveling to my foundation, and ricochet back
in this form, this poem, held outstretched to you, saying
please do not leave this house so soon
please do not slap your thighs and announce, with that midWestern sound, “welp…”
please tell your ride “take all the time you need” when they text
they’ve stopped for gas
please do not assume the lack of air-conditioning
means i don’t want you
instead, please take this environment as a sign
that you can never be messier than me
you are welcome here. you are welcome here.
friend, i know you may not like the sight of my guts
puddling on the oor
you may not feel comfortable with my invitation
to tumble your own skeleton’s dust
and stale hollow bones into their mix, but i promise
i will keep them safe, revitalize them
with blood pulled from our chests and
held out in my open palms,
blood which is a far better color than that which only
drips, offhandedly, from my nose
(and stains your pristine living room carpet).
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5 QUESTIONS
Samantha Guess

I know it before I even open my eyes, something is wrong. The air
is cool and fresh, it feels like the calm before the storm. What happened to
me? The last thing I remember is seeing the headlights of that truck
coming at me, and…I bolt upright and wince with pain. My head is
pounding, and my body is aching all over. That truck, I realize once the
pain dies down, it wasn’t just coming at me: it hit me head-on. Then I
notice I’m not in my car, nor am I in a hospital. I’m in a white room. I
stand up, look around, and realize there are no windows or doors. It’s just
a plain white room. Suddenly, a chill runs down my spine.
“Left or right?” I jump at the voice and turn around. What used to
be just white space sits a man at an of ce desk, with one door on his right
and one on his left.
“What?” I manage to get out.
“Left or right?” he repeats calmly, not even bothering to look up
from the paper he’s reading. My head is swimming with questions. Who
is this man? How did he get there without me noticing? What are those
two doors, and where do they go?
“Left or right?” he repeats again, this time more sternly.
“Why do I have to choose?” I ask. The man looks up as if seeing me
for the rst time. Now that I can see his face, I realize he’s barely older
than 25 years, and he’s by far the most beautiful man I’ve ever seen. His
hair is black with shaved sides and longer on the top. His face looks as if
it was carved out of marble, with sharp cheekbones and full lips. He’s
also dressed from head to toe in a black suit. I can’t help but stare at him.
Then I recognize what gave me that chill earlier. He’s breathtakingly
beautiful with a voice as thick and smooth as honey, and his eyes are red.
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5 Questions
They look like drops of blood on
his face. It’s like I was falling, and
suddenly, I hit the ground. The
haze that I felt lifted like a fog, and
I knew then that I must be dead,
because the devil was right in front
of me. While I come to these
realizations, the man just stares at
me.
Then his face breaks into a
smile and he says, “Interesting, no
one’s been able to get out of my
hold before.”
“And what do you mean by
that?” I inquire.
His smile just widens, and he
asks again, “Left or right?”
“Why do you ask?” I
respond stubbornly. If he wants
my answer, he’s going to have to
answer my questions rst.
“Because it’s my job to ask,”
he replies curtly.
I was really starting to get
annoyed. Devil or not, if I get the
chance, I might punch him in the
face. Instead, I stand there with my
arms crossed determined to be as
stubborn as him. It feels like I’m
playing a mental game of cat and
mouse, and whoever breaks rst

loses. I’m not sure how much time
passes, but eventually, he sighs,
and I know I’ve won.
“You get ve questions, then
you must answer mine and pick a
door,” he replies, slightly irritated.
I already know what my rst
question is. “Are you the devil?”
His face goes blank, and I
wonder if I’m even allowed to ask
something like that. Then he bursts
out in laughter, and relief washes
over me.
“Yes, I am the devil,” he
answered after catching his breath.
“You’ve got four more questions
now.”
I know I should be thinking
over what I should ask, but I can’t
help and blurt out, “What’s your
name?”
He looks extremely amused
as he answers, “My name is
Lucifer. You have three more
questions.” Cocky bastard. Sorry if
I don’t just assume that’s your
name. I only have three more
questions left, so I should probably
be more strategic with what I ask
now. The devil is sitting right in
front of me, which means I’m most
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5 Questions
likely dead. The two doors
probably go to heaven or hell, and
I must choose one. Why do I
choose? I thought God passed
down judgment, not the devil. The
devil was the one who tempted
you, led you astray. My head starts
pounding again with all my
questions and possibilities racing
through my skull. I take a deep
breath and look Lucifer in the eye
as I ask my next question.
“Why do I choose which
door to go through?”
Just like that his grin and
arrogance disappear. I knew this
was going to be a tricky question,
but I need to know the truth.
Lucifer just sits there looking at
me. I can see his mind working,
trying to come up with a suitable
answer without giving anything
away. More time ticks by as the
devil stares at me. Finally, he gives
me his answer.
“You must choose the door
because it will decide where you
will spend the rest of your life.”
“Really?” I say incredibly annoyed
at this point, “Is that why there are
two doors there? I thought one led
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to a broom closet and the other to
the basement. Of course, I realize
one goes to heaven and one goes to
hell, but I want to know why it’s
my choice!”
Lucifer looks taken aback
like he hasn’t been yelled at in a
while. His cocky grin and
arrogance fall back in place. He
says, “Then you should have been
more speci c with your question.
Two more left.”
Oh yeah, I’m de nitely going
to punch him. While I ponder how
to ask my last two questions,
something Lucifer said to me
earlier comes to mind. Something
about getting out of his hold. Then
it hits me, I know what my next
question is. “What hold did you
have over me when I rst got here,
and why is it important?” I hold
my breath as I wait for another
clipped answer or snarky
comment. Instead, Lucifer looks
pleased.
“I’d say that wouldn’t count,
because it’s two questions in one,
but I’m impressed you
remembered that, so I’ll answer
both.” He pauses and takes a deep

5 Questions
breath before continuing. “The
“hold” I had on you earlier was to
make sure you were calm and
level-headed when you answered
my question. This is important
because it’s your eternity to choose
and you shouldn’t pick the wrong
one because of the shock of being
here. Last question”
While his answer does make
sense, there’s still something
nagging at the back of my mind.
The same dread I felt when I rst
arrived, something is wrong. I
can’t forget everything I was
taught and held dear growing up
and living as a Christian. The devil
is the source of all temptation and
evil, so why is he trying to help me
choose the right door? When I rst
met Lucifer, he had me under
some sort of “spell” that compelled
me to choose a door, and kept
pestering me about it. Why is it so
important that I choose a door? He
could have easily told me which
one to pick when I was still under
his control. It’s something to do
with those doors.
“OH!” I exclaim. It nally
hits me what’s felt so wrong about

this whole situation. Now I’m the
one with the cocky grin as I look at
the devil and ask my nal
question. “Am I dead?”
I know I’m right as soon as
the words leave my mouth. Pure
hatred rips apart Lucifer’s
beautiful face and leaves only the
devil in place. Matching his
arrogance I ask again “Am I
dead?”
“I heard you the rst time,”
he snaps out.
“Call it karma, since you
kept pestering me about the
doors,” I snap back. Man, if looks
could kill, I'd be dead after the one
Lucifer just gave me. “I’m
waiting.” It looks like Lucifer is
using immense control not to jump
up and strangle me. After a few
more minutes, the devil answers
my nal question.
“No, you are not dead.”
“In that case,” I sing with a
triumphant voice, “I choose
neither door.”
“Are you sure?” he replies.
His voice lacks conviction
while mine is dripping with
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5 Questions
con dence. I respond, “Absolutely.”
“Fine,” he replies sourly and
snaps his ngers three times.
Suddenly, the white room and
Lucifer disappear around me as I
start falling. I try to scream but
nothing comes out. I close my eyes
as I wait for the end to come, but I
hear voices instead. I crack open my
eyes to see what happened and
come face to face with a giant “get
better” balloon. I open my eyes more
and see that I’m lying down on a
hospital bed. My mom, dad, and
sister have their backs to me as they
talk with the doctor standing in the
doorway. I try to get their attention
by calling out, but all that comes out
of me is a moan. My sister turns
around and cries out when she sees
me awake. She and my mom race to
my side as my dad breaks out in
tears in the doorway. I blink a few
times, just to be sure I don’t wake up
back in that white room again.
Finally, I was back home with my
family. After I nd my voice, I ask
my sister what happened.
“You got into a wreck!” she
exclaimed. “You were going around
a bend and a truck hit you! We got a
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call from the hospital saying you
were in the ER undergoing
emergency surgery. Afterward, the
doctor said it would be a miracle if
you ever woke up again.”
“So, what did I have to have
surgery for?” I ask.
My mom replied, “You had a
punctured lung and a ruptured
spleen.”
“Is my face still intact?” I tease.
“Yes,” My mom and sister
breathe out, “your face is still
intact.”
“Dad, why are you just
standing there?” My father had just
been standing in the doorway the
whole time crying.
“Just looking at you. I love
you, Bunty.” I smile as my dad says
my childhood nickname.
“I love you too, daddy,” I say.
After more tears and laughter, it’s
just me and my sister in the room.
My parents had gone to the cafeteria
to get us something to eat.
“So,” my sister inquires after a few
minutes of silence, “did you see
God?”
“No” I laugh in reply, “I didn’t see
God.”

ALERT
Jennifer Staszak
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BOTTICELLI'S THE BIRTH OF
VENUS
Alli Swank
Her regal blonde locks,
Like waves of pure gold,
Caress her lithe body.
The sky as blue and clear
As a sapphire in a royal scepter,
Forming a grand canvas
To her entrance.
The sea behind her moves
Crystal-clear as the glass
On a church window.
She stands atop a scallop shell
With ripples like the sea,
As cool to the touch
As the marble of the pillars
On her temple.
Her bare skin glows fair
As a spring day,
As pure as the ivory
55

Botticelli’s The Birth of Venus

Of an elephant’s tusk.
As the world dances around herCelebrating her arrival.
She stands proud,
A vernal goddess
Of tameless beautyPeerless and ethereal.
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THE BLUE HOUSE
Andrew Overman
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UNREQUITED ILLNESS (URI)
Chanty Webb

I never thought I'd be saying this but...
I miss you.
They say absence makes the heart grow fonder;
your absence has shown me
that I had a good thing all along.
I'm sorry I complained about you being an inconvenience,
I was wrong for cursing you season after season.
Many were the days when I wanted you to just go away,
but now...I see,
I'd take you over what I have any day.
Please, stay awhile?
I promise to embrace you when you come upon me
and appreciate all that comes with you,
Knowing now what the alternative could be.
Don't be a stranger. Darken my door once again.
I love you, common cold.
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R.J. SOMMERS
Abby Smoker

The single-spaced paragraph on the “About the Author” page
of R.J. Sommers’ latest novel says she lives in a one-story house on
the edge of a city. It says she is renowned for writing relatable
characters and compelling relationships. It says nothing about her
own friends.
Gazing from a photo at the top of the page, R.J. Sommers
appears to point a camera toward her readers. Its ash shines with
rays as white as the page as they glint off the mirror she took the
photo in. The readers see her wearing dark lashes and a dark
turtleneck in front of a wall coated with pages from rough drafts
except where a typewriter, nightstand, and stool cluster before it.
With the camera’s glare against the mirror, everything in the
background appears dark and the words on the wall are impossible
to read. Those who consider Ms. Sommers their favorite author have
often found this summary unsatisfactory, but as there’s no address
on the page to send fan-mail or suggestions to, Sommers’ does not
know their thoughts. She might not change anything if she did.
What R.J. Sommers’ “About the Author” page doesn’t mention
is how she takes forty- ve minutes out of every weekday to visit her
friends. Today is a sunny Wednesday, and after hours on her
typewriter, trying different phrases in different orders until she has
forgotten their original meanings, Ms. Sommers pulls on leather
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R.J. Sommers
boots and listens to the rhythm of her steps down her porch stairs
and the concrete of the sidewalk. She can hear her typewriter clack
with each of her steps, each one a letter in her brain’s next sentence.
There is always another sentence.
The sun glitters on license plates and blades of grass, but none
of her neighbors are out today. As she approaches the end of her
street, yellow eyes waddle from behind trash cans and leap down
from gutters. Her camera clicks like the letters of her typewriter as
they come closer, as they wrap their tails around her ankles and greet
her with a chorus of mews. She sets a timer for forty- ve minutes
and leans against a streetlamp, not saying a word.
Not a week later, on a Friday, Sommers wakes up to silence.
There is not another sentence. Her mind is so clear of typewriter
sounds that for the rst time in two years, seven months, and four
days, she consciously hears her neighbors’ car leave at 6:43 a.m. It
rumbles carefully down the cobblestone street with a failing muf er.
Sommers’ hands are trembling. She reaches for her leather gloves,
lined with eece, where they lie on her coffee table as she rises from
her living room couch, but it is a mid-September morning and the
house is not yet cold enough for her to need them.
She cannot make eye contact with her typewriter on her way to
the kitchen. When she opens the cabinet to get her mug, her spoon
slips from her ngers. As its silver clatters on the tile oor, she hears
it as typewriter keys emptying from their machine, scrambling
themselves on the oor, and yet against all odds, not forming a
single word. The clatter dissolves into a buzzing and now her head is
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R.J. Sommers
buried in her arms, the porcelain rim of her mug pressed into her
forehead.
Her hands still tremble as she sits at her typewriter after
breakfast. She sets her ngers against the keys, a practiced,
instinctive movement. Her mind is silent. A September breeze ruf es
the leaves on the oak tree beside her house. The boards in her walls
creak from its in uence. Her pinky lifts and types a letter. The
responding clack nearly surprises her. What will she do with the
letter “z”?
She stares at it. Its sharp lines soften, the letter “s.” It spins on
its side, the letter “n.” Still, no character names come to mind. No
lines of dialogue stretch out across her mind’s page. She focuses
instead on the papers on her wall. Their words are shreds of stories
and character moments that were cut from her nished stories, yet
often serve as inspiration for new ones. She has read them so many
times over that now they hardly have any ring. The silence is tension
in her shoulders. It is the grinding of her teeth. There is not another
sentence.
Often while writing she has turned around to see herself in the
full-length mirror on the wall. This has eased the heaviness in her
chest, although perhaps not the occasional stinging behind her eyes.
Today she turns from the page with its lonely “z” and someone
forlorn gazes at her through the glass. Their hair is stringy and needs
to be washed. Their hands are in beautiful gloves that do not match
their bouncing knees. There is a hole in the bottom of their right sock
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R.J. Sommers
when she exes her foot. Ms. Sommers stares at herself and wishes
she were not awake.
Within the drawer of the nightstand she sits at, her phone
buzzes. She checks the noti cation–NPR has just released a new
podcast. She’s not interested, but she unlocks her phone anyway.
Sets a timer for forty- ve minutes. She grabs her camera and steps
into the morning sun.
The cats are not used to her visiting them this early in the day,
but several still gather at her feet, and before long, news has spread
and a group of about fteen arrive to greet her. She wonders if they
are confused. She tells them she is, too. She can hear the thuds of
their paws when they land on the pavement beside her and she
notices the variations in their mews. She has never noticed these
things before. The silence pools in the palms of her hands and the
spaces under her eyes.
Her timer goes off too soon. It requires a nger’s tap to silence
it, but her hands remain motionless–one limp at her side, the other
buried in the fur of the nearest cat. There are no new sentences.
She goes home and falls asleep.
Several days pass and the world is louder than Sommers has
ever heard it. On Tuesday, she sorts through printed photos of her
friends. The photos slide on the hardwood table and utter between
her ngers as she ips through them. Her kitchen table is laden with
stacks of them, one pile for each cat. She tries to imagine the cats
talking to each other, but even knowing them as well as she does, the
resulting dialogue is always stale. She tries to make them spiteful.
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R.J. Sommers
She tries to make them fall in love. She tries to give them
complicated relationships with their relatives. But no matter how she
twists the conversations, she is never content with the sentences that
result. They are too obvious or far too subtle. They are nothing
worth writing down.
To her credit, she does try writing them down, anyway. Just to
get something on the page. But after barely an hour of this, she is
buried up to her ankles in scraps of pages–none of them preserved.
She needs new characters; her old ones have forgotten how to talk to
each other. They only grunt and murmur and they are too lazy to
have con ict. Even an enthusiastic voice, inserted into scenes with
them, spirals rapidly into another one of their plodding plots.
She has just begun gathering the papers on the oor, stacking them
into a pile of potential scrap paper, when the table buzzes. She stops
the alarm on her phone, leaves the papers half-organized, and starts
out to see the cats.
The woman’s arm comes out of nowhere. One minute, Ms.
Sommers is passing her neighbors’ hedge, and the next, a thick
purple sleeve catches her forearm and a woman with orange wispy
hair looks up at her. Her eyes crinkle as she folds Sommers’ hands in
hers.
“Sorry to bother you, ma’am, but I must have your help—I
have an entire meal to prepare for a group of visitors before six and I
have only just now arrived home from visiting my friend’s cousin in
the hospital. We brought balloons for him, you know, and stayed
with him as long as the day’s light poured in through the
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windows… But I sincerely require your help. I’ll give you the easy
prep jobs, if you like, only do come in—yes, you may leave your
boots by the door—and wash up while I set out a cutting board.”
Somehow in the midst of this outpouring, Sommers nds
herself swept up the front steps into the woman’s home. Already she
can feel the fog thickening in her skull. It is true, that the sentences
were missing before, but now their sounds are locked out
completely. She clenches her hand rapidly, lifting it to her ear to hear
the leather rub against itself. Let there be something. Let there be
content braided in with the silence.
At last, words fall out of her. She starts hesitantly, not knowing
what to call her hostess or how to say Your presence is sti ing. I
cannot be here.
But her hostess hears only that she doesn’t want to intrude.
“Don’t worry at all my dear, you are fully invited—not just to help
prepare, but to stay the whole party. I would never turn you out after
you had helped me, especially out of your own inconvenience as it
is. Please make yourself at home. And don’t worry about bothering
our organization of coats at the door—God knows, there is no
organization, not the haphazard way my husband lives. Inviting
guests over when I haven’t been home all day! But no matter, it will
be nice to ll the house again, even if just for an evening.”
R.J. stares at the woman. She thinks of her typewriter at home,
set beside a stack of unsatisfying pages, and with a satisfying
upheaval, she shoves it away. She looks at her hostess’ living room,
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complete with patterned brown couches and a shaggy rug. She sees
it empty, she imagines it full.
When she turns from tucking her gloves in her pockets and
hanging her coat on a hook by the door, the kitchen counter behind a
couch awaits her with a newly-rinsed cutting board and paring
knife.
“If you cut these avocados, I’ll start the main dish. Thank you
so much, dear.”
R.J. picks up the knife. She’s hardly made her rst incision into
the fruit before a smile ickers across her lips. She can’t help it. After
a silent, sti ed laugh, she asks her hostess her name.
“Oh, I’m Wendy Graham.” Wendy is resting chicken breasts in
a 9x13 as she speaks. “I am truly so glad I caught you this evening. It
feels as though I never see anyone on these streets.”
R.J. quips something about having a busy schedule. Chip, chip,
chip, her knife on the cutting board. Tck, tck, Wendy shakes a bottle
of seasoning over the chicken. A minute later, Wendy steps away
from setting the oven’s temperature and waves Sommers’ attention
toward it. “Let me know if that beeps, will you? I’m going to run
upstairs and nd a better tablecloth.”
R.J. nods and turns back to the avocados as Wendy exits
through an archway on the right side of the living room. Heavy
footsteps ascend a series of steps. The thuds sound like the music of
sentences again, building up in small clauses, falling hard as steps in
the form of sentences, starting again some fteen times before
reaching their peak and shuf ing away into softer paragraphs. But
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R.J. Sommers
although R.J. recognizes their music, there are yet no words to match
them. Her attention shifts to the thumps of her blade on the cutting
board. She writes a story with the sounds. With each cut, she adds
another indecipherable letter to her manuscript. But no inspiration
arrives, and soon, she begins not to care. She pushes, again, the
typewriter from her mind. There is something captivating about just
the evening sunlight in the window, held gently behind linen
curtains. The feel of the knife’s handle, metal becoming warm in the
squeeze of her hand. And the sound of a vehicle pulling in outside,
parking on the grass beside the full driveway. This last sound is
particularly amusing, as it is followed by a shout from upstairs and
the thumps of Wendy Graham’s sneakers pounding down the stairs.
“They’re here?”
The music disappears. R.J. watches a cloud y onto the table,
landing as a pile of silver tablecloths. Released from her burden,
Wendy rushes to the door—takes one second to smooth her hair, tuck
in her shirt—then pulls it wide-open. “Welcome!”
R.J. leaves her post, taking advantage of the ruckus of guests
entering and assembling and greeting Mrs. Graham to drape the
tablecloth over the table. She listens to the guests speak to one
another, their words crunching together. Not dialogue unfolding, but
brokenness—stammers and restarts, generalities and platitudes—
spiraling out before the group, tying them together with some thread
that Sommers cannot hear or see, but she feels tugging her toward
them nonetheless. Henry Graham, Wendy’s husband, tells the story
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of how they got lost on their way there and then, at last, notices R.J
Sommers. “Who is our other guest, my dear?”
“Oh, yes!” Wendy turns to face her. “What is your name,
honey?”
R.J. obliges them. The party stretches on for hours, with the
food being just enough to sustain them, but leaving them no reason
to complain. When she leaves at long last, balancing a plate of
leftover brownies in one hand, R.J. feels the spiderweb strings cut off
by the closing door. She returns home under streetlights and
moonlight and as the cobwebs peel off her sweater, the evening
crickets start singing words again. Her coat whispers as it brushes
against fabric when she hangs it in her entry closet. She sits at her
typewriter for twenty minutes before she falls asleep. The words are
not great. The dialogue is not inventive, the characters are not active.
But though she hates the completed two pages, she doesn’t let them
fall to the oor. They are tucked into the drawer of her desk with her
timer. Then she goes to bed.
An afternoon not long after, R.J. Sommers works on her
manuscript for three hours before her timer rings. The plot builds
steadily, though she knows it winds, and the characters do not
address each other curtly enough. But it’s something. Her timer
rings, so she lays the manuscript to rest for the next hour and fortyve minutes and pulls on a coat. A few cats will still nd her, even
with the snow, but that’s not the thought that draws her out the
door. She makes it halfway down the street before she turns left. Her
boots thud on the driveway pavement. With each step the words of
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R.J. Sommers

R.J. Sommers
their rhythm fade. They are just thudding boots. Her st hitting the
door is just her hand knocking on wood. The voice that responds is
not a line of dialogue. Only the voice of Wendy Graham, who dares
to beckon her.
“Rachel! Do come in. I have been dying for visitors.”

A SILENT WALK IN THE WOODS
Elaine Brandenburg
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Ruth Galyen

coals drip and layer
brick and mortar
ash lines the windows to murmur
this is alive
to anyone asking
breath oxidizes until even
stone steps are
worn and green
faces glisten with grime
rain or glare from traf c
scrape your boots yet the door won’t
t its frame
the roots bulge between stories
reminding or remembering
or reaching smoke
in the gutter
settling as if it were warm
frankly, nothing is like a potted plant
so where is your loose change
don’t look down
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HARRISBURG IS GREEN

MAPLE GROVE
Emmy Varner

We hide you from the sun beaming down,
burning the soil where it touches.
It offers light, but that light hurts your eyes.
Sometimes you prefer the darkness of the forest.
The sun gives warmth, but you like to shiver.
You like it's relent at night and in winter.
But you are ckle, and when times are tough,
you become friendly with the sun.
Until next year when you want our help:
we bud, we bloom, we give you shade again.
Someday you will fathom that you need us,
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and sit beneath our shade.

GARDEN OF JOY
Rosey Jones

A Syntax Virus of “Anatomy of Failure” in Hal ife by Meghan O’Rourke
Sunbeams shine over the daisies—
bathing them, coloring, blossoming;
even the leaves are green as ripe bell peppers.
Somebody loves me,
they told me so. I have won
in all the ways that matter;
all other memories alone
wilt in comparison to this elation
of what we now share
and of what is yet to come, rising
like a hot air balloon into the sky
to nd our own secret truths amongst the clouds.
I live in a garden, blooming
growing upwards towards the rising sun,
my ngers reach to touch the white, cotton clouds
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Garden of Joy

when my lover’s lips quirk into a smile
only for me,
A daisy budding into new life.

PAULA’S YARD
Jarek Nalewak
72

LONG GOODBYES
Sierra Archer

The air was sti ing in a way that felt like a hug, thick around the skin and luring in a
sense of content sleepiness. The din of the television was muf ed by the sounds of
laughter and gossip coming from the dining room, hidden on the other side of the thin
wood paneling. The screen was buzzing with static and the images there were
indistinguishable, lled with mosaics of color and ashing light in the dark crevices of
the dimly lit living room. There were people on the couch behind the coffee table, but
they had no faces, like the little knick-knacks safely tucked away inside the corner
hutches.
A change. A rounding of the corner, into light and sound. The dining table stretched
across the room. There are grooves in the chipboard, where the odd collection of dining
and card table chairs with missing glides scraped the polyacrylic clean off. People are
gathered at the table and their faces are hidden as they lean across. Their chairs are
angled in, toward the head of the table. They’re always angled towards the head. Their
identities are out of sight, but they are known. They are familiar and they are safe.
They talk like they will lose their voices tomorrow. Conversations build railways back
and forth across the way, crossing and intersecting every which way. It hardly seems
like any of them should be able to hear one another - but they do. They do.
Any outsider might be intimidated by the racket they all produce, but there is great love
at this table. It is in the curious lean of every elbow pressed into the table. In the
foreboding creak of the one broken chair, cracked years ago - yet, there is no such thing
as useless here. There is appreciation in every scrape of a spoon against a ceramic bowl.
And again, care hidden in the savor of the air, of broth and brine. Punctuated in the
sharp exclamations and raucous laughter. Any attempt to translate the garble would be
futile.
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Only snippets of words are salvageable,
and not one was related to the other.
“. . . not cooked -”
“- in the paper . . .?”
“Hey, pass the butter -”
The head of the table seemed to be bathed
in light, despite the old scavo ceiling fan
with two out of four lights burnt out.
Moving closer, her face was somehow
recognizable. It wasn’t quite right, like
someone had smoothed out the wrinkles
in her face and blurred all the details. But
she was here, she was sitting quietly and
keeping watch over her progeny, as if she
knew. As if she knew.
Her rheumy hazel eyes softened and she
winked. Her bony hand curled over small
ngers.

looking at him, eyes still glued to the
magazine in her hands. A phone rang
somewhere behind the glass window
and in the corner of the room, a child
whimpered feverishly against her
mother.
He always hated doctor’s of ces. He
knew there had always been routine
checkups throughout his life, just as
any other kid, but the only ones he
could remember were when he had to
get shots. Sure, he’d get a popsicle
afterward and he’d fall for it every
time. Big welcome smiles, then
suddenly wiping your arm down
with those strong alcohol wipes and
sticking you with a needle. He’d be
tricked into trusting them again when
they picked a superhero band-aid
and offered him colorful, avored ice.
And so the cycle would repeat.
He hated doctor’s of ces. But he
wasn’t here for a shot this time.
“Am I adopted?” Charlie asked,
hovering the pencil over the question.

“Charlie.”
“Charlie.”
“Charlie. Hey. Finish that up.”
Charlie blinked the daze out of his
eyes, the pencil in his hand suddenly
feeling like a weight between his
ngertips. His mom wasn’t even

She turned another waxy page. She
hardly blinked. “No, I de nitely
would have returned you.”
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Long Goodbyes
Charlie grinned and checked off his
box. He didn’t understand why, ever
since he turned thirteen and started
going to the doctor’s, he had to ll
out the surveys. Well – he did get it.
They asked about abuse, drugs, and
sex lives. Cause and effect stuff that
could sway these visits. But nothing
ever changed with him. He was
pretty sure he made the same joke
last time his mom brought him.

possible. “Any medical diagnosis for
you or dad?”
“I don’t think so,” she answered.
Jennifer Aniston peered up from her
magazine, holding a bottle of coverup. Some sort of movie
advertisement was on the opposite
page. Charlie scrawled down the
symbol for ‘Not Applicable’ and
moved on to the next question.
Siblings.

“Genetic disorders?”
Lyle Hall, male, age 12, no health
problems.

“Nope.”
“Early hearing loss?”
“Unless you count Lyle’s selective
hearing.”
“Mom, I can’t help that you had more
kids after me. You still have to deal
with Emma and Weston after him.”
Mom hummed with amusement.
“Tell your father, not me. It takes two
and you know I just can’t resist his
good looks.”
She was baiting him; let’s mention
mom and dad’s fertility to embarrass my
son. He opted to ignore her, wanting
to get the survey over as soon as
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Weston Hall, male, age 11, heart
murmur when he was a baby.
Emma Hall, female, age 8, no health
problems.
Another section followed. It was like
a conclusion, asking for any other
related health issues that ran in the
family. Charlie had always heard
words thrown around about high
blood pressure. He also knew that the
family gossiped about addiction, but
it didn’t carry the same concern. It
always felt more like judgment. “It
wants to know about other family
health issues.”

Long Goodbyes
The little girl in the corner of the
room cried harder when a name was
called and her mom had to practically
drag her into the long hallway where
the nurse waited. He wondered what
color popsicle she would choose.
Mom paused, her eyes nally raising
as she looked to see what he had
already put down. “Yes, high blood
pressure. Um -” Her hands dropped
the magazine further into her lap,
signifying that she was thinking a
little bit harder. “Well, Aunt Joyce
had a bit of dementia, but she’s not
blood-related.”
“She was married to Uncle Graham
right?”
“Yes, she’s Peg’s mom.”
“I’m pretty sure Peg’s getting there,”
he commented ippantly. Last
Christmas, Peg had told the same
story three times. They had all
laughed, but the unease hadn’t been
lost on Charlie.
She slapped his shoulder. “Shh. Put
down clotting and congenital heart
failure.”
He didn’t know, speci cally, what the
string of words meant as a health

issue. But he knew he had heard the
term before and he hesitated.
“It’s c-o-n-g -”
“I know how to spell it,” Charlie
interrupted. There was a churning
feeling in his gut, but he couldn’t
explain it. “I - is . . . is that what
Grandma Del had?”
His mom lost interest in the magazine
altogether, setting it aside on the
stand beside her. She shifted in her
chair and he could tell she was trying
to read him. Her brown eyes scanned
his face and he couldn’t meet her
gaze all the way. “Yes,” She spoke the
little word like it was precious and
breakable. It annoyed him for no
good reason at all. “You have to put
cancer down too.”
He swallowed as he wrote the word
out. It was only six letters and easy to
spell. Why was it so easy to spell?
Mom was rubbing his shoulder and
reached up to brush back his light
hair. Charlie leaned away, nishing
the survey and getting up. “I take it
to the window, right?” He asked,
forcing his voice to remain at. It was
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Long Goodbyes
too late. She was looking at him like
that again. He didn’t wait for an
answer – he already knew – and took
the clipboard to the front window.
The receptionist popped gum as she
opened the sliding glass and took it
from him.
“Thanks, hon. Doctor’ll be right out,”
she said sweetly. Then she really
looked at him. “You’re Ava
Shepherd’s grandson, aren’t you? I’m
Louise Smith, I went to school with
your grandma. I’m so sorry, how’s
she been?”
He felt like he walked into a trap. Out
of the frying pan and into the re, his
mom would say. Where were his
popsicle choices? “She’s in the
hospital right now,” he said
nonchalantly like it was nothing. Just
a six-letter word. His stomach hurt.
“But she’s hangin’ in there.”
All the adults always said that to one
another. When you saw someone you
knew in the grocery store and they
asked how you are, it was customary
to reply, oh, you know, hangin’ in there.
Usually, it was also followed up by
family news and local events –
everyone here was a self-proclaimed
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town crier. He revoked it, squirming
in place and tugging on the sleeves of
his annel as he hoped she would
dismiss him back to his seat.
“You’re up for a physical today, you
joinin’ a sport?” Louise asked
curiously. Her face perked up.
“Football?”
Charlie nodded, scratching the back
of his neck. “Soccer. Uh, varsity.
Varsity soccer. My cousin Eli plays
and he convinced me to join, so. . .”
Louise smiled politely, though he
knew soccer was way less lustrous
than hometown football. “Well, you
let your grandma know I said hi and
to get better soon. I know she’d love
to come to your games.”
Charlie’s smile re ected her
politeness, but he knew it was far less
genuine. “Yeah, I’ll let her know.”
“You sure you want to go in?” Mom
persisted, her heels clicking on the
linoleum.
Charlie wasn’t sure of anything. He
was tired of being asked questions.
“Yeah. I want to say hi.”

Her light brown hair swayed behind
her as she came to a stop outside of
one of the hospital rooms. Her gaze
was serious. “It won’t be - she’s -”
She got teary and he dgeted. He
didn’t want her to be upset. It made
his stomach hurt and his chest shake
inside. Don’t cry, please. “She’s not
the same right now, okay? But she
will be so, so happy that you’re
here.”
He nodded, though he wasn’t sure it
was a conscious action. He felt
nervous, like he was preparing to
meet a new person. He had never
been scared of seeing his grandma
before. Not before all of this. Mom
wiped at her eyes and shifted into
someone else - gone was the woman
who tried to hide her crying in the
bathroom late at night. She tucked
the scared daughter away like it was
so simple and Charlie wondered for a
brief moment how.
He would never ask though.
“Hey woman,” She swept into the
room with a singsong voice, like it
was any other day. “They keepin’
you fed in here?”

had been to hospitals before. Lyle
had broken his arm once climbing a
tree and he’d sat in a hospital bed
while they cast his arm. Dad had
brought him and Weston along since
Emma had been out with Mom and
no one had been home to watch
them. Lyle didn’t look like Grandma
Ava did now.
She was connected to wires like she
was charging. She had a clip on one
nger and a needle plunged into the
thin skin on the ip side of her palm.
It made him shiver inside, thinking
about how it would feel to move
your hand with something like that
inside you. Tucked around her ears
and under her nose was one of those
oxygen tubes that patients on tv
always have. The beeping monitors
felt fake.
Real, he reminded himself. This was
real. She’s sick and real and right
here.
“Look what I brought with me,”
Mom pulled up a chair to the bed
and Charlie stood awkwardly at the
end. “You recognize him?”

Charlie followed her into the room
and tried not to stop and stare. He
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Grandma blinked very slowly at her
daughter before her eyes shifted to
look at him. He expected the familiar
chuckle of greeting, the few-tooth
smile, and some sort of fond insult
she liked to give out. Instead, she
stared at him like she didn’t even
know him. Did she even know him?
He felt a rising sense of panic in his
chest, but he sti ed it down.
“It’s Charlie,” he said, making sure to
speak loud enough for her to hear.
“It’s Charlie-Boy, Grandma.”
“He just went and got a physical
done. He’s gonna be playing soccer,”
Mom said proudly, slipping her hand
into Grandma’s. She hardly reacted,
but he could see the ghost of a smile
on her face. “Say hi, Mom.”
Grandma moved her mouth like she
was chewing on something. There
was some low noise that came out of
her mouth, but Charlie couldn’t tell
what she said. He came closer and
looked anywhere but her face. There
was something wrong, like she was a
husk sitting there. The pain in his
belly was crawling up his throat,
scratching at the back of his teeth and
making his eyes water. He forced his
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legs to stay still, despite their urge to
ee the room. It felt so - so - wrong.
He couldn’t think of another word.
“Hey, it’s Charlie-Boy,” A familiar
voice turned his head and he was
surprised to see his Uncle standing
there, holding a brown cup of
steaming coffee. His gray shaggy hair
was unkempt as usual and his
bearded face was a relieving sight.
“And baby Nellie. Did you say hi,
Ava?”
Grandma looked like she wanted to
say something. Charlie sel shly stole
her chance.
“Hey Tadpole,” He stood up,
hugging his uncle tightly. Uncle
Creek was one of his favorite people.
True to his name, he loved shing
and had taken every chance to bring
his nephews and nieces out with him.
He was Ava’s younger brother and
he’d always done his best to annoy
her at family dinners. As long as he
had known him, everyone called him
Tadpole. Charlie never asked why. It
was just one of those things.
“Heard you were gonna play soccer,”
Tadpole chuckled.

Long Goodbyes
Charlie nodded, relieved at his active
response. “Yeah, with Eli.”
“Tad, you mind if I go talk to a nurse,
quick?” Mom interrupted, standing
from her spot.
The big man shook his head and
strolled by her to sit down. “Go on.
You took my seat anyways.”
Mom looked at Charlie. “You okay?”
Charlie was about to offer to come
with her, when Tadpole intervened,
“He’s good. We’re gonna chat.”
He de ated as his mom left him there,
with Grandma’s labored breathing
and her machines beeping
forebodingly. He pulled up the other
chair and sat on the opposite side of
the bed. Grandma didn’t seem to
mind either of them, quietly watching
their movement without a word.

big-rimmed glasses back on his nose.
“Well, Mom was coming to say hi. I
was along for the ride.”
“Hard, isn’t it?”
Charlie snapped his eyes to his uncle.
He was watching his sister in the bed.
She had closed her eyes. He couldn’t
de ne the feeling that rose in him at
the sight. She looked - she looked
dead. The heart monitor said
otherwise, but he couldn’t look away.
A memory tried to present itself to
him, but he shoved it away. He
couldn’t help the waver in his voice
when he replied, “Yeah. It - it doesn’t
feel real. It’s not - it’s not supposed to
happen to - to -”
“Us?” Tadpole nished grimly.
Charlie nodded, too choked for
words.

“So you decided to come and say hi?”
Tadpole asked, stretching his arms
back over his head and pushing his
boots forward.

His uncle was quiet for a moment as
he nodded, then he leaned forward.
He itched at his beard thoughtfully.
“Do you remember when Great
Grandma Del died?”

Charlie looked at the oor, scuf ng
his worn sneakers over the patch of
red and white tiles and pushing his

Rheumy hazel eyes and her bony
hands curled around his, squeezing
lovingly.
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He nodded. His words still wouldn’t
come. It wasn’t an event he would
soon forget. Everything had been
ne. The night before they had dinner
at Great Grandma Delta’s house,
vegetable soup and bread. The next
day, she died in her bed. Charlie was
there when they came to take her
away - no, not the hospital. It had
been pointless. No, a man in a suit
and his workers came to take her to
the funeral home. He had seen her and no, Mom, she’s still breathing,
look, she is, I saw it “I don’t think the family has been the
same since,” Tadpole sighed wearily.
“But I know she wasn’t sufferin’
anymore. She was ready.”
“I wasn’t.”
Charlie surprised himself with the
bitterness in his own voice. Usually,
he was good about hiding his
emotions recently. But being here felt
so wrong that he couldn’t help the
burst of emotion that had been
festering inside his ribcage since that
afternoon. Maybe it's been growing
there a lot longer than that.
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Tadpole stayed quiet. Charlie didn’t
look at him, afraid he’d see pity there.
“I - well I was only ten. It felt
different then - like, like I didn’t
really get it? But I do now. And I
know I’m only fteen now and I
didn’t know her as long as you, but I
wish - I wish I had talked to her
more. We’re supposed to have more
time now - there’s supposed to be . . .
more -”
He choked on his own voice and if he
let go of the arms of the chair, his
hands would probably shake. He felt
embarrassed by the emotion that
welled in his eyes and thickened his
voice. He didn’t want his mom to
come back and see how red his eyes
probably were. His ngers were
growing cold and he exed them
along the wood, trying to get rid of
the numb sensation.
“It’s alright, bud. Breathe,” Tadpole
soothed. “Take a deep breath.”
Charlie followed his instruction,
lling his lungs with the crisp
hospital air, and imagined the
expansion breaking apart the brittle
growth around his ribs. He let it out,
casting a glance at Grandma Ava. She

Long Goodbyes
was awake again, watching him
silently. He smiled at her, ingenuine,
but she didn’t seem to mind as the
tiniest of smiles crossed her face. On
impulse, he reached out his hand and
grasped her ngers gently, careful not
to bump her IV. Her skin was cold
like his. Bony ngers just barely
grasped his ngers. She closed her
eyes again.
“Sometimes all I can think about is
how much I wish I could talk to
Grandma Del again,” Charlie
admitted, his eyes ickering to his
uncle’s. He was relieved to see the
understanding there. “I miss her
more now than I did then. And now I
feel like - like I miss Grandma Ava
and she’s still here. I think about it all
the time and I know - I know nothing
will ever be the same. How can it
ever be the same?”
Tadpole nodded, and when he leaned
back again, the lights made the tears
in his eyes gleam. He coughed,
clearing his throat and pulling his
hands hard down his face. As his face
reappeared, Charlie couldn’t help but
wonder what he was thinking. What
if it was his own baby sister there?
His throat closed off - now was not

the time to consider that. But he felt
like a door was opened to him and he
knew now how strong Tadpole was
at this moment.
“I don’t think it’s supposed to be the
same, Charlie. People can’t stay
forever,” His voice was raspy, forceful
like he was talking around
something. “The world just keeps on
going. But sometimes I like to
remember. Remembering, - the
memories, you know? They don’t
change.”
Charlie nearly mentioned forgetful
Peg, but he held his tongue. He knew
his uncle was trying to comfort him.
He felt uncertain about his memories,
sure that even those would be tainted
by this, the darkness spilling over
into what was supposed to be good
and pure.
They fell silent and eventually Mom
returned, Tadpole offering up his seat
for her at Grandma’s bedside. Charlie
didn’t release her hand, afraid it
would wake her. Wake her and her
six-letter word. As Mom and Tadpole
talked quietly, exchanging their
family gossip, Charlie couldn’t help
but focus on making sure he was
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Long Goodbyes
breathing. His right leg was tapping a
bit too fast and his ngers were still
freezing, but he felt like he was
taking real breaths again.
It wouldn’t last. He’d pick his
popsicle and it would repeat all over
again.
But he was here now. He was here
with her, holding her hand.
He wandered out of the living room,
bored with watching football, and was
greeted by the noise of the dining room.
Everyone sat around the table, talking
over their second bowls of soup. They all
talked so loudly and so quickly, that he
hardly could tell what they were saying.
But despite the frightening level of noise,
he was not scared. He was safe here.
He headed towards the end of the table,
where Great Grandma Del sat bathed in
light from the ceiling fan above her head.
As soon as she saw him, she winked and
blinked her watery hazel eyes at him. He
reached for her hand and she gripped it
with bony ngers.
“Charlie,” she greeted in that familiar
murmur. “Too big to sit on my lap now.”
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He remembered laughing. Sitting next to
her elderly mother, Grandma Ava
pinched his ribcage.
“Boy’s growin’ like a weed,” she teased.
“Soon he won’t want to even hold
Grandma’s hand anymore.”
He sat beside them in an extra chair,
listening to the family as they talked and
laughed and ate. He felt warm and safe
and content. He didn’t know the word for
it then. He played it over and over again
until he knew it would never change.

WILDWOOD
Jarek Nalewak
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MY BACK-UP
Grace Hogue

While the threatening re ashed before me,
She stood behind me, never backing down.
The fear within me felt almost as heavy
as the breathing apparatus on my back.
As I stared at the bolting ames,
And shifted the nozzle in my gloved hand,
Sweat rolled down my cheek,
While unable to turn my eyes away
From the enormous pillar of smoke and blaze.
My backup knew I was nervous,
And gave quiet urge with her eyes,
Expressing her faith in me.
Most friends give smiles and advice,
But some friends are extraordinary.
She comes with kind embraces after a car crash,
And listens to the ramblings of excitement and drama,
And demonstrates accomplishments with perseverance
Many desire a friend who listens without judgment.
Who shares a shoulder and a hope,
Supporting foolish dreams.
Provides back up in life, always at your side.
Who emphasizes your achievements,
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My Back-Up

While never putting you down for your failures.
Giving her heart in humble expressions.
For me, that friend is my mother.
From those eyes of encouragement, I received the strength
Which I have always seen in her,
And which she has always pointed out in me.
From that strength, the ame was extinguished.
Whether before the ame or trial,
I wrestled the challenge with victory,
As long as my backup is my mom.
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ABSENCE
Madison Casey

Love is felt in many different ways. From the love of a mother, to the
love of a brother, to the love of a lover, to the love of a friend. It’s all
love. Love is like water, it takes the shape of whatever container it’s
poured into.
I know love. I’ve been loved my whole life and had the privilege to
love as well. But I’ve never felt love in this form before. Through
Absence.
It’s a longing that’s different. When we go our own ways, we miss
the people we love, but we know they aren’t supposed to be where
we’re going, so we don’t feel their holes. When you meet someone in
a new place, and they leave you behind, it is only then that we
recognize the Absence.
She’s supposed to be here. I haven’t known here without her.
Everywhere I look, her shadow lurks: from the recesses of memory
to the silhouettes of others. It took me a while to gure out why it
hurts so much. Because where she’s going, I’ve never been, so she
doesn’t expect me to be there. But where I am, she always was. So
now, at meals, walking down the sidewalk, in the empty room, on
the lawn, in the atmosphere, I feel her Absence.
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FLIGHTY PEARL
Lucy Merren

Defeated in life’s extremities
In the purple poppies, safety has been abandoned
Coral beads in a royal shrine
Sharing pate and cheese on brown crusts
Off with the tempered wigs
A ighty brow and spirited chaos
Words just tumble authentic and choppy
In nature’s service, kindness brazen
Shaping the sweeping garden, music rising
In the rich folds of fountain spray
In the place of kings, hold your breath
A tender pearl lightens the extremities
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RAUNCHY MAN
Christian Moloney

The man was here!
The man was there!
The man was everywhere–
The beggars,
the ailn,
the crapulous,
in all, they are The Raunchy Man–
Trotting here,
trotting there,
his foulness following ever near!
The scowl,
the squallard,
none would care for–
A menace to society,
having a great notoriety
for his incessant insobriety–
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Knocking bricks off the chimneys!
Ripping up the pavements with his bare hands!
Desecrating the grass with his deathly urinations,
raunchy is he!
Evermore, does he end up lying in the old alleyway–
bearing the foetor that be his own, The Raunchy Man lies betwixt
bags and bags of rubbish–
a mangled doll here,
an ole bottle’a spirits there–
To stare at the sky,
and see the Moon for eternity
is his onely serenity–
he hopes someday, he’ll nally die.
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CONVERSATIONS
Adam Carter

Conversations are going extinct.
Now I’m not saying we don’t talk anymore, because we certainly do.
But do we really listen?
Conversations are meant to be a gateway:
a place of vulnerability that allows others to see your point of view.
A means to create intimacy, share feelings, and spread joy.
Conversations have been replaced as a means to make war,
to incriminate, discriminate, and interrogate.
We don’t talk to hear others’ views, but to indoctrinate with our own.
When we listen, we let words enter our hearts and wade in the waters.
There, we can declare their worth,
now we build walls to keep them from even touching our skin.
Words must be sharper than before,
meticulous in their delivery.
If not, your reputation will be maimed.
Now being slow to speak isn’t a bad thing:
God directs us to be.
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Conversations
But what if we stopped focusing on what someone is saying
and instead, why they’re saying it?
What if instead of worrying about our attack and defense,
we worried about our enemies’ cries and laments?
What if we loved those who don’t love?
Cared for those who don’t care?
Fought for those whom we ght against?
What if we actually listened?
Lay down your guard,
your stereotypes,
your prejudice,
your hatred,
and just listen.
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DESK NOT INCLUDED
Andrew Overman
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THE PURPOSE OF PUTTING ON
A BACKPACK
Amanda Conover
If you ever have the opportunity, invite all of your friends
backpacking. In my experience, thirteen came. We hiked in the dark
as the moonlight led. We had a place to sleep but slept somewhere
else instead. We all packed food and ended up sharing it all. We had
a bon re on the top of a mountain, with the stars winking at us from
above. Afterward, we hiked in the dark some more, set up our tents,
and hit the sack. In the morning we took our time and woke up in an
unfamiliar place bathed in the light of a new day. We woke up with
puffy eyes and chilled toes. We went on to lter enough water for
the miles we were about to cover. We prayed for the day and for our
ability to hike. Then we hit the trail to converse, walk, frolic, saunter,
trek, wander, and roam. We did so by appreciating our bodies, our
comrades, the miles covered, the greenery, and the sun. Afterward,
we ate one of our favorite meals and it tasted better.
Where I live would not be described as the epitome of the
outdoor world. Instead, it’s called the suburbs of central New Jersey.
But ever since I was a kid, I was brought outside. I learned to ski in
Vermont at age three. I grew up at the beach, in a treehouse until
dark, building a caterpillar farm over summer vacations, and
collecting snakes during spring break. I have one distinct memory
from seventh grade when I decided to be a part of the school play. I
tried out and got put on the stage crew. But on the night of the
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production, my parents could not get me out of the woods where I
was building a teepee tent out of trees that had fallen down during a
hurricane that had come through two months before. I grew up
loving the outdoors. My parents supported my adoration of the
outdoors and took me camping, hiking, skiing, and even traveled to
Yosemite as a high school graduation gift. Though I was appreciative
of their encouragement to spend time outside throughout my
childhood, they could not and would not accompany me on what I
desired to do most. That was backpacking, taking the trip outdoors,
on a hike, in the wilderness, overnight. This did not mean just
walking outside. No, it meant walking through it.
In my backpack is an extra pair of socks, underwear, a t-shirt,
my sleeping bag, tent, food for the next few days, a mini toothbrush,
a small tube of toothpaste, a knife, a Sawyer water lter, and a few
other items for safety precautions. On foot, we do not rely on
anything except what is in our pack and the abilities of our own
bodies. Thru-hikers do not rely on a car. Instead, they travel only on
the land where your two feet can traverse. Nor do they rely on
refrigerators, air-conditioning, or a mattress to sleep on. Instead, they
have the trail, the dirt, and the smell of pine to comfort them.
I started backpacking after rst falling in love with hiking; an
act where the body is in motion under a canopy of gorgeous fauna or
on a steep mountain ridge. I found hiking to be the form of exercise
that most excites my brain. Moving in a vegetable kingdom.
Journeying in a land where learning botany is the most accepted
language. Wandering in the woodland. A pastime for scholars,
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intellectuals, physicians, laborers, and scientists alike. My own
personal glimpse of Narnia. Thru-hiking is an organic education. A
type of education that teaches people about history, nature, and
yourself in real-time. I wished to journey deeper into the natural
world with my body, mind, and spirit. A trail is a place where the
body becomes a vehicle for the mind. Nature is a place where the
human body can simply be. As we get older, nature changes from a
place of play into a place where we can take our thoughts. In chapter
one of My rst summer in the Sierra John Muir says, “I might learn to
live like the wild animals, gleaning nourishment here and there from
seeds, berries, etc. Sauntering and climbing in joyful independence of
money or baggage . .” Muir describes my own craving to be free
from the demands of the modern-day. I often ask myself what life
would be like if we were less con ned to societal values and
demands. Would we be freer to explore and create? What would be
different?
One might learn about backpacking and thru-hiking through a
number of different avenues. For example, Cheryl Strayed, the
author of Wild, sparked her own interest in thru-hiking the Paci c
Crest Trail when she saw a book on the trail in REI which is an
American outdoor recreation co-op. A few years ago I discovered
Elina Osborne, a young woman who beautifully portrays her
experience hiking the Paci c Crest Trail in YouTube documentary
videos. She is known as Tip Tap on the trail and her story has
signi cantly in uenced my own backpacking hobby. They have also
led me to buy all the backpacking gear I need in order to hit the trail
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with thirteen of my very inexperienced college friends. What came
next included enjoyable hiking, new friends, unforgettable
excursions, and the burning desire to do it all over again. Osborne
hikes long distances with a camera in hand, sharing her hikes often
on her YouTube channel where watchers are intrigued by her ability
to portray her betrothal to hiking and love for meeting new people
in a way that connects with others all over the world.
Where do thru-hikers get the motivation to hike for weeks on
end, eating food cooked on a bunsen burner, sleeping on the dirt,
and being completely physically exhausted at the end of each day? I
have a theory that I began to convey from my own experiences
backpacking. There’s purpose in solitude, the connection to the trail,
nature, and others. The purpose of thru-hiking is the purpose of life;
sharing the gospel, growing, learning, and connecting. See the land,
notice the land, sleep on the land, and meet the others doing it along
the way.
It takes courage to thru-hike. It takes mental fortitude. Thruhiking will conjure a controversy of the mind. Fortitude, bravery,
and spirit are attributes that act as the backbone of thru-hiking. The
hiker will be thoroughly unaware of these virtues. A thru-hiker is a
romantic at heart. To be on the trail is to be irting with the natural
world and unaware that it has been there waiting to be pursued all
along. The thru-hiker will see their life through a looking glass when
on the trail. The trail acts as a utopian world for a backpacker. It acts
as an idealized version of life where the real world is far away from
the solitude we feel on the trail. The trail is whimsical, a place where
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we never cross over the same river twice, it’s always new and
fascinating. It de ects the life they had before. The trail allows one to
re ect back. It improves mental health, physical health, and
relational health as the National Park Service discusses on their
website.
Earl Shaffer was the rst person to walk the entire length of the
Appalachian Trail. He was a World War II veteran and a member of
the Appalachian Trail Conservancy. Shaffer started the Appalachian
trail to “walk off the war” and to get over the loss of his closest
friend. Shaffer is known as “the rst thru-hiker.” His love for the
outdoors, desire for solitude, and keen interest in color photography
sparked a movement that expanded to what thru-hiking is today as a
worldwide culture, sport, and walk.
When I began thinking about taking my own hike overnight,
Earl led me to think about the dangers of being the rst one to do
this. Alone, he had faced the possibility of death from a multitude of
avenues. He could have died on the trail from hypothermia, a bear,
an injury that had left him unable to walk and far from civilization.
There’s also starvation and the likely risk of a lack of clean water.
There’s an endless amount of “what if” scenarios that could have
occurred, though Earl did not let his worries stop him from walking,
and neither would I. Like Earl, I also began to think about thruhiking as a way to deal with the weight of the stress and changes in
my own life. I thought that after a long walk in the woods, maybe I
would have a better relationship with God. Hey, maybe I would
better understand myself. And, surely, if I went on this hike I would
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have a better relationship with nature. Maybe the trail would help
me think of ways to combat change and con ict in a healthier way. I
just wanted to get on the trail.
Backpacking connects you to the trail. You will be entwined
with it, kindred, and allied. The dirt will become ebbed into your
boots and then your soul. The trail will shape you, for you may
become more hard-headed or maybe more soft-spoken. You will
memorize the way the trees spiral up and which ones are the best
ones to sleep under. The wildlife will become less frightening and
more entwined with your day-to-day walk. The trail changes your
spirit. The trail offers a place to take a deep dive into the spiritual
realm. The very nature of the trail extends an invitation to wonder
who created it all, so perfectly entwined with each other. It asks
what you believe and it asks why. Your job is to answer the trail. The
mind will clear and forget about the hasty climate of the rest of the
world. The mind focuses and what is most important will come to
the prefrontal cortex of your brain. You will grieve, process, and then
dictate what your life will be like after the trail. Will life be different?
The trail sure has changed you, but how? Is it in your purpose, in
healing, do you have more joy, did your spiritual life take off?
I’m no longer a kid playing in the dirt with caterpillars, making
teepee tents, and hanging out in the treehouse that still sits in my
backyard. Instead, I decided to put on my backpack.
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